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Abstract. Constraint-based configuration systems like
knowledge-based recommendation and configuration are used
in many different product areas such as cars, bikes, mobile
phones, and computers. The development and maintenance
of such systems is a time-consuming and error prone task be-
cause the content of such systems and the responsible knowl-
edge engineers are changing over time.

Much research has been done to support knowledge engi-
neers in their maintenance task. In this paper we give a short
overview of previous research in the context of intelligent tech-
niques to support the maintenance task and give an overview
of future research aspects in this area. This paper focuses
on intelligent simulation techniques for generating metrics,
predicting boundary values for automated test case genera-
tion, assignment-based (instead of constraint-based) anomaly
management, and processes for the development of constraint-
based configuration systems.

1 Introduction

The number of e-commerce web sites and the quantity
of offered products and services is increasing enormously
[2]. This triggered the demand of intelligent techniques that
improve the accessibility of complex item assortments for
users. Such techniques can be divided into configuration-
based systems and recommendation systems. When the e-
commerce system has highly configurable products (e.g. cars),
configuration-based systems can help users to configure the
product based on their needs. If, on the other hand, the e-
commerce system contains many different products, intelli-
gent recommendation techniques can help to find the prod-
uct, which fits best to the user’s needs [16]. We can differen-
tiate between collaborative systems (e.g., www.amazon.com
[16]), content-based systems (e.g., www.youtube.com [16]),
critiquing-based systems (e.g., www.movielens.org [4]), and
constraint-based recommendation systems (e.g., www.my-
productadvisor.com [6]). The favored type of recommenda-
tion systems depends on the domain in which the recom-
mendation system will be used. For example, in highly struc-
tured domains where almost all information about a product
is available in a structured form, critiquing and constraint-
based recommendation systems are often the most valuable
recommendation approach.

Such systems are used, for example in the notebook do-
main. Such product domains - like the notebook domain -
change over time because new product characteristics can fit
to new customer needs. For example, ten years ago the num-
ber of cpu cores for notebooks was not a configurable variable.
Nowadays, users can choose between one, two, or four cpu
cores. This example shows that constraint-based recommen-
dation systems have to be updated over time. While adding
a variable to the product might be easy to handle, adding
and editing constraints can be a time consuming and error
prone task. This problem occurs in complex constraint-based
recommendation systems with many existing constraints.

A lot of research has been done in the last years to tackle
this challenge. For example, recommendation techniques can
help to support knowledge engineers in their maintenance
tasks, via reducing the sets of constraints so that the engi-
neer can focus on the relevant constraints. Other examples
for the support of the maintenance tasks are anomaly de-
tection, dependency detection, and metrics measurement. An
example application for the maintenance of constraint-based
configuration systems is iCone (Intelligent Environment for
the Development and Maintenance of configuration knowl-
edge bases) [21, 26].1

Based on intelligent techniques to support knowledge engi-
neers in their maintenance tasks, this paper focuses on fur-
ther aspects in the maintenance of constraint-based configu-
ration systems and picks up four research aspects (see be-
low) for improving existing development and maintenance
environments for constraint-based configuration systems like
knowledge-based configuration and recommendation systems.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 (preliminaries)
gives an overview of constraint-based configuration systems
and a running example. Section 3 contains four aspects of the
context of constraint-based configuration system development
and maintenance. Section 3.1 is dealing with simulation tech-
niques for constraint-based configuration systems. Section 3.2
shows principles of test case generation based on software en-
gineering for constraint-based systems. An introduction for
assignment-based anomaly management is given in Section
3.3. Section 3.4 goes beyond maintaining constraint-based
configuration systems and takes a look into development pro-

1 http://ase-projects-studies.ist.tugraz.at:8080/iCone
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cesses for configuration systems. Section 4 summarizes this
paper.

2 Preliminaries

In this Section we will describe constraint-based configura-
tion systems, the terms assignment, consistency, and redun-
dancy, and introduce a short knowledge-based recommenda-
tion system for notebooks as an example for a constraint-
based configuration system.

We use the terminology of constraint satisfaction problems
(CSP) [25] to represent configuration systems. Constraint-
based configuration systems are defined as a triple KB =
{V,D, F}. V is a set of product and customer variables. All
variables have a selection strategy vsel which describes, if a
variable can have more than one value. vsel = singleselect
shows that the variable v can have zero or one assignment, e.g.
each product has one price, e.g. price = 399. If a variable can
have more than one value, we differ between multipleAND
and multipleOR. vsel = multipleAND points out that a vari-
able can have more than one assignment. For example, a note-
book can have two wireless connections like bluetooth AND
WLAN , s.t. wireless connectionsel = multipleAND. On the
other hand, a customer wants to have a notebook with two
OR four cpu cores. We denote such a selection strategy as
multipleOR, s.t. cpu coressel = multipleOR.

Each variable vi ∈ V has a domain dom(vi) ∈ D that
contains the set of all possible values (not only the assigned
values). Each variable can have zero to n finite assignments.
Products FP , customer requirements FR, and constraints
which are defining the relationship between product variables
and customer variables FC are in the filter set F .

Customer requirements represent the preferences of cus-
tomers in the recommendation / configuration process. The
set of customer preferences is denoted as FR. For example,
a customer can have the preference that a notebook should
be cheaper than 599 EUR, s.t. {price < 599} ∈ FR. Fur-
thermore, customers can be asked for their usage scenarios,
which might can be multimedia, office, gaming. If a user
has more than one usage scenario, we duplicate the vari-
able usage scenario for this user, s.t. usage scenario1 =
multimedia ∧ usage scenario2 = office.

Constraints which can also be denoted as filters in FC de-
fine the relationship between customer preferences and prod-
uct variables and are defined in the set FC ∈ F . For example,
the relationship between the customer’s usage scenario and
the product attributes is f1 := usage scenario = gaming →
cpu cores > 2. Additionally, constraint-based recommenda-
tion systems have a set of products. This set is denoted as
FP ∈ F and contains one disjunctive query with all products,
s.t. FP = {product0 ∨ product1 ∨ ... ∨ productn} and each
product is a conjunctive query of the product variables, s.t.
product0 = {price = 399 ∧ cpu cores = 2}. The aggregation
of customer requirements, constraints, and products represent
the filters, s.t. FR ∪ FC ∪ FP = F .

Each filter can be divided into assignments. An assign-
ment consists of a variable v, a relationship, and a value d
which is an element of the domain dom(v). The different types
of relationships depend on the values in the corresponding do-
main. If, for example, the domain consists only of numbers,
we can say that the types of relationships are <,≤,=, 6=,≥, >

whereas for domains with strings we reduce the different types
of relations to =, 6=.

To consider the selection strategy of variables within the
filters, we have to duplicate the variables. For example,
if a customer wants to have a notebook for gaming and
office, we replace the variable usage scenario ∈ V with
usage scenario1 ∈ V and usage scenario2 ∈ V with the
same domain in the knowledge base KB. We also have
to extend the affected filters in F , such that we have
to replace the affected assignments in the example con-
straint usage scenario = gaming → cpu cores > 2 ∈
FC with the assignments (usage scenario1 = Gaming ∨
usage scenario2 = Gaming)→ cpu cores > 2 ∈ FC .

To check if at least one product fits to the customer’s prefer-
ences, we do consistency checks, s.t. V ∪D∪F 6= ∅. If at least
one product in the constraint-based configuration system is
presented to the customer, we can say, that the knowledge
base is consistent. Otherwise, the knowledge base contains
inconsistencies. For dealing with inconsistencies, we refer the
reader to [3, 5, 10, 11, 12, 15].

If the knowledge base is consistent, we can further evalu-
ate whether the knowledge base contains redundancies. A
redundancy is given, if the removal of a constraint from FC

leads to the same semantics [15, 20].
In the following we describe a notebook domain. The

simplified domain is represented as a knowledge-based
recommendation system.

V = {price, cpu cores, usage scenario}
pricesel = singleselect
cpu coressel = singleselect
usage scenariossel = multipleAND

D = {
dom(price) = {399, 599, 799, 999},
dom(cpu cores) = {2, 4},
dom(usage scenario) = {office, multimedia,

gaming}
}

FC = {
f1 := usage scenario = office→ (price < 599∧

cpu cores = 2)
f2 := usage scenario = multimedia→ ((price <

999 ∧ cpu cores = 4) ∨ price < 799)
f3 := usage scenario = gaming → cpu cores = 4
}

FR = ∅

FP = {
(price = 399∧cpu cores = 2)∨ (p0)
(price = 599∧cpu cores = 4)∨ (p1)
(price = 799∧cpu cores = 2)∨ (p2)
(price = 999∧ cpu cores = 4) (p3)
}

F = FC ∪ FR ∪ FP

KB = V ∪D ∪ F
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3 Challenges in the Development and
Maintenance of Constraint-based
Configuration Systems

In the following, we describe basic approaches to increase
the maintainability, understandability, and functionality of
constraint-based configuration systems. Therefore we use sim-
ulation techniques (Section 3.1), automated test case gener-
ation (Section 3.2), assignment-based anomaly management
(Section 3.3), and the consideration of the development pro-
cess (Section 3.4).

3.1 Simulation

In the context of constraint-based configuration systems
we use simulation to approximate the number of consistent
constraint sets compared to the number of all possible con-
straint sets. This technique can be used to calculate metrics
- like the number of valid configurations - or to approximate
the dependency between variables [21]. On the one hand we
loose minimal accuracy when calculating the possible number
of consistent constraint sets whereas, on the other hand, it is
possible to approximate metrics which can not be calculated
in an efficient manner. In the following, we describe the basic
functionality of simulation for constraint-based configuration
systems and give an example simulation in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Example simulation for approximated consistency. We

assume that a high number of consistency checks leads to a repre-

sentative sample of the configuration knowledge base (Law of large

numbers). In this example the average number of consistent con-

figurations is approx. 50%.

Due to the huge complexity for calculating all possible in-
stances for all possible assignments in constraint-based con-
figuration systems, we use Gibbs’ simulation to estimate the
consistency rate coverage for a specific set of assignments A
[22]. An assignment is a filter constraint which contains one
variable av, one domain element ad, and a relationship be-
tween variable and domain element ar (see Section 2). Algo-
rithm 1 is divided into three functions and shows the basic
algorithm for estimating the consistency rate for a set of as-
signments.

The function Gibbs(KB,A) is the main function of this
algorithm. It has a knowledge base KB and a set of as-
signments A as input. The knowledge base contains sets of
variables V ∈ KB and filters C ∈ KB (see Section 2). The
set CC (checks) contains all results from consistency checks.

Algorithm 1 GibbsSampling

function Gibbs(KB, A): ∆
CC = ∅ . set of consistency check results {0, 1}
mincalls = 200 . constant
threshold = 0.01 . constant
consistent = 0
verify = Double.Max V alue
while n < mincalls ∨ verify > threshold do

randA = A ∪ generateRandAssign(KB)
F.addAll(randA) . F ∈ KB
if isConsistent(KB) then

consistent + +
CC.add(1)

else
CC.add(0)

end if
F.removeAll(randA)
verify = verifyChecks(CC)
n + +

end while
return consistent/n

end function
function generateRandAssign(KB):A

A = ∅ . A: set of assignments
n = Random(F ∈ KB): . generate n assignments
for i = 0; i < n; i + + do

av = Random(V ∈ KB) . V ∈ KB
ar = Random(Rel)
ad = Random(dom(av) ∈ D ∈ KB)
A.add(a)

end for
return A

end function
function verifyChecks(CC):∆

CC1 = CC.split(0, |CC|/2)
CC2 = CC.split((|CC|/2) + 1, |CC|)
mean1 = mean(CC1)
mean2 = mean(CC2)
if mean1 ≥ mean2 then

return mean1−mean2
else

return mean2−mean1
end if

end function

A consistency check is either consistent (1) or inconsistent
(0). The number of minimum calls is constant and given in
variable mincalls. The total number of consistent checks is
given in the programming variable consistent. threshold is
a constant and required to test if the current set of consis-
tency checks has a high accuracy. The variable verify con-
tains the result of the last verification returned by the function
V ERIFY CHECKS. If the variable verify is greater than
the threshold, we can not guarantee that the current result
is accurate. In that case we have to execute the loop again.
In the while-loop we first have to generate a new set of ran-
dom assignments. Since assignments are also special types of
constraints, we add the set randA to the set FC ∈ KB and
do a consistency check. If KB with the randomly generated
assignments is consistent, we add 1 to the set CC and incre-
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ment the variable consistent. Otherwise, we add 0 to the set
CC. Finally, we verify all previous consistency checks. If the
variable verify is lower than the variable threshold and we
have more consistency checks than mincalls, we can return
the number of consistent checks divided by the total number
of checks.

The function generateRandAssign(KB) is responsible for
the generation of new assignments. Random(F ) returns the
number of assignments which have to be generated ran-
domly. This number depends on the number of filters in the
knowledge base, the number of available variables and do-
main elements, since in small knowledge bases it can happen
that we can not generate more than mincalls assignments.
Random(V ) takes a variable from the knowledge base. If the
variable is already part of another assignment, the variable
won’t be used again except the selection strategy vsel is ei-
ther multipleAND or multipleOR. Random(R) selects a re-
lation between the variable and the domain elements. In our
case, variables can have textual domain elements (e.g. the
brand of a notebook) or numeric domain elements (e.g. the
price of a notebook). While the set of relations for textual
domain elements is Rel = {=, 6=}, the set is extended to
Rel = {=, 6=, <,≤, >,≥} for numerical domain elements (see
Section 2). Finally, Random(dom(av)) selects a domain ele-
ment from dom(av) randomly.

The function verifyChecks(CC) tests if the numbers of
consistent and inconsistent checks are normally distributed.
Therefore, we first divide the set with the consistency check
results CC into two parts. We evaluate the mean of both sets
CC1 and CC2 and test, if both mean values mean(CC1) and
mean(CC2) are close to each other. If they have nearly the

same values, (
√

(mean(CC1)−mean(CC2))2 ≤ threshold),
we can say that the consistent checks are normally dis-
tributed and return the difference between mean(CC1) and
mean(CC2).

In our iCone implementation we use the simulation tech-
nique in three different ways. First, we evaluate the coverage
metric which defines the number of consistent configurations
compared to the number of all possible configurations [22].
Second, we use this technique to generate random assign-
ments for test cases (see Section 3.2). Finally, we use this
technique to approximate the consistency rate coverage for at
least two variables and their domain elements. Figure 2 shows
the probability that the combination of two assignments is
consistent. For example, approximately 100% of the note-
book configurations are consistent, if the usage scenario =
multimedia ∧ cpu cores = 2.

3.2 Test Case generation

In this Section we want to describe a basic approach to gen-
erate test cases for constraint-based configuration systems.

In software engineering, boundary value analysis are those
situations directly on, above, and beneath the edges of input
equivalence classes [19]. To use this type of software test-
ing in the context of configuration systems, we can say that
the edges are within variable assignments. For example, if
price = 399 is consistent, price = 599 is consistent too, and
price = 799 is inconsistent, the boundary would be between
the domain elements 599 and 799. In Figure 2 we can see that,
under circumstances, some combinations are inconsistent (e.g.

Figure 2. Example simulation for approximated consistency

usage scenario = multimedia∧ cpu cores = 2) and some are
consistent (e.g. usage scenario = gaming ∧ cpu cores = 2 =
inconsistent). We can use the simulation technology (see Sec-
tion 3.1) to generate various sets of filter constraints to get
some boundaries. Table 1 shows a list of randomly generated
test cases. Note that the number of assignments in the test
case can be different (see Algorithm 1).

tc filterconstraint coverage

t0 cpu cores = 2∧ 0.50
usage scenario = office

t1 cpu cores = 2∧ 0.50
usage scenario = multimedia

t2 price = 799∧ 0.00
usage scenario = gaming

t3 price = 599∧ 0.50
usage scenario = gaming

t4 cpu cores = 4∧ 0.50
usage scenario = multimedia

t5 cpu cores = 4 ∼ 0.54

Table 1. An example for randomly generated test cases.

The next step is to evaluate these randomly generated
boundary test cases according to the domain experts’ knowl-
edge. Our example test cases show, that between the test cases
t2 and t3 is a boundary because the coverage is different.

After the randomly detected boundaries via simulation we
have to evaluate the boundary. Such evaluations have to be
done by stakeholders of the knowledge base and can be done
via micro tasks [7]. In this context, several stakeholders can
be asked if the results of randomly generated test cases are
valid or not. Such answers can be collected within a case base.
Table 2 gives an example case base.

87.5% of the stakeholders agree that t2 is correct, which
means that the test case should be inconsistent and the test
case currently leads to an inconsistency. On the other hand,
62.5% of the stakeholders think that t3 should not be consis-
tent. This example represents a conflict between the knowl-
edge engineers’ opinions of the knowledge base. For such sce-
narios we have to offer relevant information to the stakehold-
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stakeholder testcase correct?

s0 t2 yes
s1 t2 yes
s2 t2 yes
s3 t2 yes
s4 t2 yes
s5 t2 no
s6 t2 yes
s7 t2 yes
s0 t3 no
s1 t3 no
s2 t3 yes
s3 t3 yes
s4 t3 no
s5 t3 no
s6 t3 no
s7 t3 yes

Table 2. An example case base for evaluating randomly gener-

ated test cases.

ers such as mails, forum, and content-based recommendation
[16].

Finally, a result of the discussion leads to a consistent
knowledge base (filter constraints f ∈ FC have to be updated
or removed) which represents the real product domain. If the
knowledge base has to be maintained, intelligent techniques
like the detection of minimal conflicts and diagnoses [21] help
to detect the causes for the difference between the knowledge
base and the real world.

3.3 Assignment-based anomaly
management

The anomaly management research describes different ap-
proaches to detect and explain anomalies [21, 26]. For ex-
ample, QuickXplain can detect conflicts [17], FastDiag finds
minimal diagnoses for these conflicts [13], Sequential [20] and
CoreDiag [15] can remove maximal sets of filter constraints
without changing the semantics of the knowledge base (re-
dundancy detection). Well-formedness violations can detect
domain elements which can never be selected (deadelements)
or have to be selected (fullmandatories) or can only exit if
specific domain elements of other variables are selected as well
(unnecessaryrefinements) [21].

While all of these algorithms focus on filters, little at-
tention has been paid to the context of assignment-based
anomaly detection. Compared to constraint-based perspec-
tives, an assignment-based view can a) find out which assign-
ments within a filter lead to the anomaly and b) detect more
redundancies when one assignment within a filter constraint
with more than one assignment can not be detected with com-
mon algorithms.

Alternatively, we can check the assignments within a filter
instead of the filter itself for anomalies. Algorithm 2 gives an
example for an assignment-based algorithm. This algorithm
extends the Sequential algorithm introduced by Piette [20].
First of all, we have to generate the negation of all filter
constraints in the knowledge base. We denote the negation
F̄C and define a disjunctive query of the original knowledge
base ¬f1∨ 6 f2∨ 6 f3. If the negation of the knowledge base
in combination with the original knowledge base is inconsis-
tent, s.t. FC ∪ F̄C is inconsistent, the knowledge base has not
changed its semantics. If a filter will be removed from the

Algorithm 2 AssignmentSequential

function AssignmentSequential(KB): R
. KB: knowledge base

F̄C = ¬f1 ∨ ¬f2 ∨ ¬f3
R = ∅
for all f ∈ FC do

for all a ∈ A(f) do
A.remove(a)
if (FC ∪ F̄C)isinconsistent then

R.add(a)
else

A.add(a)
end if

end for
end for
return R

end function

knowledge base (but not from the negation of the knowledge
base) and the combination is still inconsistent, we can say that
the knowledge base has kept its semantics and the removed
filter constraint is redundant.

While the Sequential algorithm removes filter constraint
by filter constraint from FC , we divide the filter constraint
into its assignments and remove assignment by assignment.
Therefore, we introduce the set A(f) which describes the set
of assignments of filter constraint f ∈ FC . When we remove
an assignment from A(f), we next have to consider the rela-
tions between the assignments. Figure 3 shows the graphical
representation of all filter constraints and their assignments
in our example knowledge base in a conjunctive order. When
we remove an assignment a from A(f) we will further replace
the upper relation. For example, the removal of the assign-
ment usage scenario = office of filter f1 replaces the upper
implication→ with the top node of those elements which will
not be connected to the conjunctive constraint. In our case,
this is relation ’∧’.

Algorithm 2 introduces an approach to detect redundant as-
signments within a knowledge base. The approach is straight
forward: First, we have to generate the negation of F̄C . Then
we select filter by filter. For each filter we remove assignment
by assignment a. Finally, we check if the knowledge base with
the changed filter f is still inconsistent with F̄C . If it is incon-
sistent, we can say that the removed assignment a is redun-
dant.

Figure 4 shows the redundant assignments of our example
knowledge base. In the first row we see the original filters
and the result for the usage scenario variable (green box).
Then we remove assignment by assignment and see the re-
sult of the filter constraints in the column result. The yellow
boxes suggest that the adapted filter constraints lead to the
same semantics as the original knowledge base. We can re-
move cpu cores = 2 from filter constraint f1 and the assign-
ments price < 999 and cpu cores = 4 from filter constraint
f2 without changing the semantics of the knowledge base.

Similar adaptations can also be done e.g., for QuickXPlain
[17], FastDiag [14], and CoreDiag [15]. While these algorithms
use a divide and conquer approach based on filters, future
research can also consider assignments instead of filters to
calculate the anomalies.
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Figure 3. Conjunctive query of all filters f ∈ FC in our example knowledge base. In Algorithm 2 we remove assignment by assignment

from the knowledge base and check the consistency instead of the whole filter (f1, f2, f3).

Figure 4. Results for consistency checks. The columns f1, f2, and f3 show the filter constraints when one assignment will be removed.

The first row shows the results (green background) of the original filter constraints. The yellow background suggests, that the removal of

the assignments leads to the same results.

3.4 Constraint-based configuration system
development

A lot of research has been done in the maintenance of
constraint-based systems. For example, we can evaluate the
quality of knowledge bases [22] and check if the knowledge
base has anomalies [5, 21]. Therefore, we can evaluate if we
are doing the knowledge base maintenance efficiently.

Less work has been done in the context of knowledge

base development, a task which is crucial for an effective
constraint-based configuration system. Next, we want to sum-
marize previous work in the context of knowledge base devel-
opment processes and try to give hints for transferring re-
search results from the software engineering discipline into
the knowledge base development research area.
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Development processes for constraint-based
configuration systems

An overview of knowledge base engineering processes is
given in [9, 24].

Common-KADS focuses on different models (organiza-
tion, task, agent, communication, and expertise) of the knowl-
edge base. For example, the expertise model tries to describe
knowledge from a static, functional, and a dynamic view.
While this system tries to consider all stakeholders, it does
not prioritize the knowledge and does not try to solve con-
flicts in the knowledge before it will be transferred into a
constraint-based configuration system [23].

The MIKE engineering process can be seen as an iterative
process and is divided into the activities elicitation, interpre-
tation, formalization / operationalization, design, and imple-
mentation. The entire development process, i.e. the sequence
of knowledge acquisition, design, and implementation, is per-
formed in a cycle inspired by a spiral model as process model.
Every cycle produces a prototype as output which can be eval-
uated by tests in the real target environment. The evaluation
of each activity will be done by domain experts. While the
result of the implementation activity can be evaluated by do-
main experts, a deep understanding of modelling techniques is
required to evaluate the results of elicitation, interpretation,
and formalization activities [1].

Protege-II is used to model method and domain ontolo-
gies. A method ontology defines the concepts and relation-
ships that are used by a problem solving method for provid-
ing its functionality. Domain ontologies define a shared con-
ceptualization of a domain. Both ontologies can be reused in
other domains which may reduce the effort to build-up a new
knowledge base with similar elements [18].

Development in the Software Engineering Discipline

Compared to development processes for constraint-based
configuration systems we give an overview of actual trends
in the engineering of such systems and create a link to the
currently existing development processes for constraint-based
configuration systems.

A relevant task in software engineering is requirements
engineering. Transferring this aspect into the context of de-
veloping constraint-based configuration systems we can say
that products, product variables, questions to customers,
variable domains, and filters can be functional requirements
whereas interface development (e.g. to an ERP-system), per-
formance, and collaborative development are non-functional
requirements. When knowledge base engineering processes
have to be finalized with a given budget and time, we also have
to prioritize such requirements. Therefore, we have to rank the
requirements based on their necessity and effort (time and
budget) for a functional knowledge base. The prioritization
should be done by different stakeholders to include as many
knowledge as possible into the prioritization process.

While many different constraint-based configuration sys-
tems will be developed, each of them is developed from
scratch. Similar to requirements engineering, most of the as-
pects of a new knowledge base are new and reuse is not pos-
sible. On the other hand, several requirements are domain
independent. For such requirements, the implementation in a

software could be done with design patterns. Such patterns
can help to reduce the time effort for the realization of a re-
quirement in a knowledge engineering process. For example,
a notebook recommendation system contains products, ques-
tions to customers, and relationships between products and
customers (filter constraints). In this domain, products have
different prices and customers will be asked for their max-
imum price. While the product variable product price may
have hundreds of different prices (domain elements), the cus-
tomer will not choose e.g. between product price = 799.90 or
product price = 799.99 but wants to have for example ten dif-
ferent prices (e.g. customer price ≤ 400 or product price ≤
600 or ... or product price ≤ 2200). The relationship between
those variables can be denoted as mapping which could be a
design pattern.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we gave an overview of future research in
the context of developing and maintaining constraint-based
configuration systems. Such systems can be constraint-based
configuration, knowledge-based recommendation systems, or
feature models. We introduced a simulation technique in the
context of constraint-based configuration systems, show some
hints for automatic test case generation and gave an overview
of assignment-based anomaly detection instead of constraint-
based conflicts, redundancies, and well-formedness detection.
Finally, we showed how requirements engineering and design
patterns can be used for knowledge base engineering pro-
cesses.
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